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Abstract 

Mobile networks are very popular today. But on the other hand there are   threats   on  mobile adhoc  network.  Black   hole   
attack  is  one of the  possible attack in Manet . Black hole attack is also called packet   drop .  A black hole attack   has become 
a critical  threat.   Black hole attack greatly affects network performance. Gray hole attack   is one of the attack in the network 
layer. The gray hole attack   degrade   the   performance   of  network . The variation of black hole is gray  hole attack.  Gray 
hole is a node that can switch from   behaving correctly to behaving like a black hole that is it is actually an attacker. This 
attack is also known as routing misbehavior attack. The gray hole attack comes under the active attack In the current work we 
have present the different reviews concern for the Security and attacks . 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
The   Manet   ( mobile adhoc network)  is defined as network which consists of mobile nodes. These mobile nodes are 
connected through wireless links. Here the mobile nodes means the devices like laptops, mobile etc.   Adhoc  is a latin 
word it means for this purpose. Every device in the   Manet   is free to independently  move  in any direction.  MANETS  
use wireless connections to connect to various networks.  MANETs are restricted to a local area of wireless devices  while 
others may be connected to the Internet.  There are mobile nodes that form the temporary network .  In the  Manet  there 
is no need any base station and wires so that it can be setup anywhere . In the Manet  nodes perform the roles of as  server 
and client. The mobile adhoc  networks are fully distributed. In the manet  the data must be routed through intermediate 
nodes.  Manet are kind of wireless adhoc network that usually has a routable networking environment on the top of link 
layer ad hoc network, and these can change location  and configure itself on fly. Because of their dynamic nature they are 
typically not  very secure  so it is important to be caution what data is sent over a manet.  
A vanet is a tpe of manet that allows the vehicle to communicate with roadside equipment.while the vehicles ma not have 
a direct internet connection, the wireless roadside equipment may be connected to the internet allowing the data from the 
vehicle to be sent over the internet. Due to its dynamic nature MANET has larger security issues than conventional 
networks. AODV is a source initiated on-demand routing protocol. Every mobile node maintains a routing table that 
maintains the next hop node information for a route to the destination node. 
 
1.1 Characteristics 

i)Manet  require limited security . 
ii) Mnaet  can be set up anywhere. 
iii)There is no need of centralised controller.  Means Each node in the manet perform its  own functions. Each node 
is responsible for forward   the data traffic . 
iv)In the  Manet  the nodes communicate by sending request and response message. 
v) A node uses the service discovery protocol so that it discover the service of  its nearby node . 
vi) In the manet  any node can node can participate in forwarding the data packets. 

 
1.2 Applicatins of manet 
i) Urgent business Meeting: For the collaborative work  the persons of the company want to communicate 
or  cooperate  with the outside people  so that they can share  or exchange the information. 
ii) Crisis management applications : For example the  natural disaster that result  the whole 
communication infrastructure are disorganized or confused. With the help of ad hoc network the 
whole communication infrastructure  could be set up in small hours . 
iii) Personal area network and Bluetooth : personal  area network is a network which      consists of nodes these 
nodes are associated with particular person’s belt watch etc. Personal area networks typically involve a 
mobile computer, a cell phone and/or a handheld computing device such as a PDA. Bluetooth is a wireless 
technology standard for exchanging data over short distances.  Bluetooth is a technology  that  support  the pan 
by eliminating the need of wires. 
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2. RELATED RESEARCH 
[1] In 2012“ Detection and Removal of Co-operative Blackhole and Grayhole Attacks in MANETs”, Gundeep Singh 
Bindra, Ashish Kapoor , Ashish Narang , Arjun Agrawal dscribed that  manet  is a collection of node that are free to 
move. Different types of attacks like black holeand gray hole attack affect the infrastructure of manet.  In this paper the 
author perposed a solution foor these typesof attacks.  In this paper extended data routing information table is maintained 
at each node. with the help of this method weare capable of detect a malicious node. 
[2] In  2012 “Prime Product Number based Malicious Node Detection Scheme for MANET” ,Sapna  gumbhir   and  
Saurav Sharma  Department of Computer Engineering  describe   that   Manet  is  it consists of  number of mobile nodes 
and these nodes communicate with each other through wireless channel.  Due to the mobile nature of  nodes  mobile 
Adhoc networks  are more vulnerable to security attack than wired networks . To prevent from the malicious node attack 
this paper describe the prime product number method for detection and removal of the melicious node . In this paper 
security issues in MANETs are discussed.  A protocol related to the security has been perposed that can be used to identify 
them malicious nodes in Manet 
[3]  In   2012  “Malicious AODV Implementation and Analysis of Routing Attacks in MANETs”  Humaira Ehsan 
Farrukh  Aslam Khan describe  that  he describe  attacks against Manet named as black hole attack sinkhole attack selfish 
node behavior RREQ flood   and selective forwarding attack by using  the  packet efficiency, routing overhead, and 
throughput as  Performance metrics. This paper result shows that flooding  attacks  such as sinkhole and  blackhole  
affect the packet efficiency and slow down the throughput.  In this paper we  examined   that if the attacker node is on the 
path means if  it is from source to destination then  selfish node attacks can be very effective. It  can cause of degrade the  
network performance. 
[4] In  2012 “Effects of Malicious Attacks in Mobile Ad–hoc Networks”    Ashok     M.Kanthe, Dina     Simunic  and    
Ramjee Prasad describe that Manet consists of mobile nodes .In the manet the  mobile nodes have limited resources such 
as bandwidth and storage space.  Manet become venerable for different types of attacks  such as black hole attack gray 
hole attack etc. these are type of denial of service attacks. This paper shows that   effects of black hole and gray hole 
attacks     by using the different performance metrics  like end toend delay and packet drop rate.  This paper shows    that  
if the number of melicious nodes increase it  it degrade the performance of manet . 
[5] In 2012 “A Simulation Study of Malicious Activities under Various Scenarios    in    Mobile Ad hoc Networks 
(MANETs)” Akshai Aggarwal  Gujarat Technological University, and Nirbhay Chaubey  described  that  manet play the 
important role in wireless communication . In this paper we  study various security issues malicious node activity in 
AODV  under different terms like network size traffic load which affect the packet delivery ratio end to end delay. 
Due to the unique nature and unique characterstics of MANETs,   It  creates a number of challenges to its security design. 
[6 ] In 2013   “Black hole   attack prevention in manet using route caching”  Prachee N. Patil and   Ashish T.  Bhole 
propose a new approach     for black hole prevention in DSR based on route caching. With the help of this method   when 
the path is constructed  the  black hole node is detected then we pass node id of black hole  to the path function of DSR. 
In this paper we propose a cache based prevention algorithm for DSR routing protocol in manet. In this paper we see that 
the author analyze the  performance of proposed DSR algorithm with respect to existing DSR and DSR that is  affected by 
blackhole attack. By using proposed  approach   cache based black hole attack prevention  we are able to achieve 
moderate performance. In this paper we analyze that  if the network size grows and number of nodes are increases the 
performance is same for existing DSR  and  modified DSR system. 
[7] In 2012 “Preventing Packet Dropping and Message Tampering Attacks on AODV-based Mobile Ad Hoc 
Networks” Mohammad S. Obaidat, and   Isaac Woungang,   enhances  AODV based protocol that  is called  Highly 
Secured Approach against Attacks on MANETs (HSAM) . The (HSAM) deals with attacks   that are present in Manets   
in two ways: 
(a) By performing   simulation study of the HSAM protocol. 
(b) By introducing a approach to securing the routes in the route selection phase of the HSAM scheme. 
This paper  result shows that  proposed enhanced HSAM scheme outperforms HSAM in terms of packet delivery ratio, 
throughput rate, and number of broken links; if the malicious nodes are present in the network.  In this paper author  
proposed the E-HSAM scheme, which is an enhancement of the Highly Secured E-HSAM performs better than HSAM in 
terms of packet delivery  E-HSAM yields a greater number of broken links, and ir suggest that packet that go through 
malicious nodes were redirected using different paths as opposed of being dropped. 

 
3. OBJECTIVES 
We use  AOMDV  and  DSR protocol  in NS2  under hybrid protocol. 
Improve the efficiency of data transmission . 
Improve  the  security of black hole and gray hole attack  in Manet. 
 
4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
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We have presented different aspects of security challenges in the MANETs. And also we have discussed the impact of 
attacks on the  MANETS. In future we will implement the efficient technique to overcome the impact of gray and black 
hole attack in the MANETs and analyze its results in the NS2 simulator. 
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